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The Highway 2 Community Drive In Theater is the last drive in theater in

the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and one of only a handful in the state. 

Many if not most of the drive ins across the state closed in the 80’s and

slowly the weather took its toll on the screens, concession stands and

projection booths. In a somewhat ironic twist the weather can be

credited—at least in part—for saving the Highway 2.

You see, a lot of drive in screens were made of wood and without

constant maintenance they started to fall to pieces. Wind, rain, snow and

the sun itself wreaked havoc on these once proud structures that dotted

the American landscape.

The roofs of concession/projection buildings at drive in theaters needed

to be flat to allow cars parked behind them to have a view of the screen.

Flat roofs are prone to leaking and in northern climates heavy snow and

ice can build up on them. Over time as leaks rotted the wood supports in

the roof system and the weight of the snow stressed these ever-

weakening structures, many ultimately collapsed.

Written by Eric Sherbinow

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9PHLTmlIOaRvcMfgoLkQUQ
https://twitter.com/UPFilmUnion
http://www.facebook.com/upfilmunion
https://www.instagram.com/up.film.union/
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Some of the drive in theaters that once existed in the U.P. still have some sort of

structure on the property and most of those structures have collapsed roofs.

The Highway 2 Community Drive In is situated across the highway from the Schoolcraft

County Airport. This neighbor to the north is over half a square mile of wide-open space

where the prevailing winds pick up speed and hit the drive in property with incredible

force at times.

These same strong winds keep the snow moving and frequently blow the roof of our

concession stand clear of snow. Over a typical winter very little snow accumulates on the

roof. A few years ago when we inspected the wood that supports the roof we found no

structural damage at all. 

These powerful winds have been this theater’s best friend in a way, even though they

once nearly destroyed the drive in. 

According to the late David Vaughn the winter of 1978 had wind so strong they blew the

screen down. The screen, like most drive in theater screens, was made of wood. Through

a mixup with the insurance company, the screen had been insured for the value of the

building and the building was insured at the value of the screen. This allowed Mr.

Vaughn to have a new screen built out of steel. In 1978 home video was in its embryonic

stages and drive ins were not yet feeling the effects of the technology that would bring

about their demise and rebuilding the screen only made sense. If the original screen had

survived another 5 years or so it probably would have been a bad idea to rebuild.

Because of strong winds from the airport way back in 1978 a screen that could handle

those winds was erected and as a result it is still there today. The last one in the U.P.

And now you know how the wind saved the Highway 2 Community Drive In Theater.



January Film Club Review
Written by Eric Sherbinow

For the past two years (or is it three now?) the Upper
Peninsula FIlm Union has hosted a monthly film club
where a small group of participants gather in the
concession stand of the Highway 2 Community Drive
In Theater to watch a movie selected randomly from
the submissions each attendee submits for
consideration.

At our January film club we watched Green Book
which is based on a true story. The film stars Viggo
Mortensen as nightclub bouncer Tony Vallelonga and
Mahershala Ali as pianist Don Shirley and is set in 1962.

Shirley is looking for a driver to take him on tour
through the midwest and then the south. Knowing that
he will have trouble with racism in the southern part of
the tour it becomes clear that he is looking more for a
bodyguard than a driver.

This film has a bit of something for everyone. It is a
very good story overall, it is well acted, it features
drama with a nice dose of comedy and action thrown
in. Green Book is a buddy film and a good one at that.
While we have a general idea of where this film will
take us it is not as predictable as it sometimes seems
it will be.

Yes, this film makes a fairly strong statement about
racism in the 60’s but it does not preach. It entertains
while it informs.

Green Book won the 2018 Academy Award for best
picture as well as best original screenplay and best
supporting actor for Ali. Green Book was rated 3.8 out
of 5 by The U.P. Film Union Film Club and is rated PG-
13.

The Film Club meets monthly and all are welcome.
There are a limited number of tickets available each
month. For more information about how you can
attend please visit our website at upfilmunion.org.

The U.P. Film Union films are always good but the
conversation afterward is great. Plus you get to hang
out in the concession stand of one of the last drive in
theaters anywhere. If you like movies please be sure
to join us. We would love to see you there.

INTERESTED IN
JOINING FILM CLUB?

Visit
www.upfilmunion.org

to learn more!
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